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The Star circuit and the
Westrex tower

When Walter Eckart purchased the Star Palace, Castleford in 1931 it was the
start of the Star circuit which, at its peak, had around 180 cinemas. The majority
were in the north of England but at one time there were 27 in London.
Walter Eckart died in 1964 and his two sons ran the group for the next ten
years, but in the mid 1970s financial irregularities in Star’s bingo operation led
to both being given a year’s imprisonment and the company’s bingo operation
being taken over by EMI. In August 1985 the 37 sites still remaining as cinemas
were taken over by Cannon.
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for the content of advertisements or the activities of these advertisers. Also no degree of accuracy is
implied or given for the material herein. The PPT disclaims all liability to any person in respect of
anything and in respect of the consequences of anything done or omitted to be done wholly or partly
in reliance upon the whole or any part of this magazine. We do like to hear from our readers but note
that the editor reserves the right to edit letters and stresses that the views and opinions expressed in this
>
magazine are those of the correspondents and contributors.
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Long runners and super spools
Jim Schultz with thanks to Dennis Cheetham

I

t was a certainty that the pre-1909 film fire fatalities would eventually lead to the
Cinematograph Act and that it would include a regulation limiting the length of
the film reels. These would in the future be stored and shipped in individual steel
cans in reels as short as 50 feet up to a maximum length of 1000 feet. Running at
about sixteen frames, or a foot per second, a 1000-foot reel would carry just over 16
minutes of silent action and was considered to be long enough for the hand cranked
projection systems of the time. In addition, the 1000 feet feed and take up spools on
the projector were to be contained in strong steel magazines or spool boxes.
For two reelers, and increasingly longer films, exhibitors began to use two projectors
with which they could change over from one to another to enable uninterrupted
picture plays for the audience and a cooling period for each machine. High radiant
heat emission from the low intensity arclamps of the period could raise gate block
temperatures to such levels that film leaders in direct contact with the hot metal could
actually ignite or at least buckle and become so brittle as to be likely to crack and fail.
To reduce this risk of fire it became the custom of projectionists to delay the threading
of the next incoming reel until the last possible minute. This was one reason why they
would welcome a slight relaxation of the regulations in the 1920s which allowed the
use of 2000 feet spools and spoolboxes and the splicing of two single 1000 feet reels
together to load them. The use of these longer running spools was only possible in
those theatres equipped with arclamps capable of burning for 30 minutes or more per
carbon load.
With the coming of sound and its faster film speed, a full 2000 feet spool would
run for no more than 22 minutes and while still being delivered in 1000 feet reels
would become the standard that would remain unchanged for the next 20 years. For
editing purposes this included choosing suitable scenes to effect reel change-overs
etc, many 1000 feet cans contained reels that were significantly shorter and when
spliced together with similarly short reels would often run for less time than many
projectionists would prefer for effecting cooling of the resting projector’s gate.
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About 6000 feet of silent film was formerly used to tell a 90 minute story that
would take sound films around 8000 feet or so and being transported in standard
1000 feet cans meant that proportionately larger transit cases were needed in which to
ship the extra reels. Lined with plywood, these vertical steel cases carried the cans on
top of each other and with occasional careless handling the bottommost cans could be
so badly crushed as to damage the reel ends. Added to these losses were two or more
frames that were cut from every reel in every theatre in order to fit two reels on to
2000 feet spools. The practice stopped only with the obsolescence of nitrate film in the
late 1940s and its substitution with acetate film in 2000 feet reels.
With film now no more flammable than paper, the relaxation of the fire regulations
resulted in there being no limit in the quantity of film allowed in the projection room
and an early process to take advantage and use large spools came with the 1952
arrival of the 3D film Bwana Devil. The process required the cinema’s usual pair of
projectors to be mechanically interlocked together to operate in effect as a single unit
that could only commercially exhibit the film if the two machines were modified to
play continuously for at least 50 minutes.
Any lengthening of the projector running times would need to be in the burning
time of the cinemas arclamps of which there were at that time only two types that
would carry carbon loads sufficient for up to one hour anyway. Allowing for a small
margin of safety, this in effect restricted the projection time to about 55 minutes or
5000 feet of film which fortunately could load onto spools of 24 inches in diameter,
a size that would just about fit on and under most projector assemblies then in use.
Used with 5” hubs, 24” spools were not so heavy or the hubs so small that in the
take-off function they could strain the sprocket holes and in the take-up function
could be driven reliably by normal slipping clutch systems.
Projectionists in the relatively few theatres equipped for the short-lived 3D process
soon began to use their 5000 feet spools to project normal films and many would
argue that with few changeovers and less print handling the copy lasted longer and
projection tended to be more consistent. It also became apparent that in a failed
projector situation it was useful to know that with these spools it was possible to
project an acceptable show with no more than two threading interruptions.
To exploit the spools to the limit, projectionists began to squeeze on as much film
as possible and would occasionally overfill by anything up to ½ “ to take the risk of
not only running out of carbon but also of causing the take-up to fail with the extra
weight of film. Familiarity and experience of the spools led many projectionists to
consider the future use of even bigger spools including the versions capable of carrying
a complete program. They were well aware however, that this would be possible only
when a continuous burning lamp of similar brilliance could replace the burning arc.
Research and development work in high intensity point source lighting systems
had been proceeding in both Germany and the UK and was based largely on a
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continuously burning xenon discharge version of the type that had only been used
previously in bursts of 1/1000th of a second in flash photography. Intensive research in
the 1950s by British Thompson Houston Company eventually lead them to develop a
continuous burning lamp that successfully matched most of the parameters needed for
the projection of cinema films. Supplied in a former carbon arc lamphouse, the original
unit was rated at 2KW, burned with pure white light and, with a bulb guaranteed for
1000 hours, was suitable for cinemas with up to 1000 seats. Other than slight ozone
emissions, the lamp, unlike the carbon arc was without ash, fumes or the all pervading
white powder deposit with its smell that pervaded every projection room.
Among the earliest customers was the large and progressive Star Cinemas circuit
whose chief engineer, Dennis Cheetham, was quick to realise that with this lamp
a projector could run for as long as there was film to feed into it and a superspool
system was a possibility that required only the incentive to design one. This would
soon emerge in a growing trend at the time of partitioning existing cinemas into one
or two small cinemas with an adjoining bingo hall.
Although projectors in conventional pairs were used in the first of these cine-bingo
operations their equipment, purchase and staffing costs confirmed the growing belief
that their profitability could only be possible with the single projectionist manning of
at least two and possibly even three projection sets and it was towards this objective
that the circuit and their chief engineer’s efforts were now directed.
As there had never before been spools with much more than 5000 feet there was
nobody to whom they could turn to for advice and Mr Cheetham began to accept that
to start from zero and make any kind of prototype would require more thought, work
and time than was available to him. He decided that it could only be accomplished
in a well-equipped factory workshop with staff accustomed to handling both film
machinery and 35mm film and at the time there was none more suitable for the project
than the respected Westrex Company.
On being approached they were immediately amenable to the idea and placed the
project in the hands of Mr Randall, one of their more capable engineers who together
with Mr Cheetham, eventually worked out the practical details based on super-sized
spools. Influenced by decades of conventional practice and without the benefit of any
hindsight they came up with the entirely reasonable idea that the system should be a
box frame with, in a similar layout to the projector, one spool on top of the other. They
estimated that between 1½ and 2½ hours between intermissions would be running
time enough for both projectionists and patrons, and it was decided therefore that the
spool capacity should be about 13,500 feet and the frames on which they would be
supported should be positioned between the projection lens and the projection port
hole.
As the project developed and problems began to unfold it was soon realised that the
spools carrying this quantity of film would be too heavy to follow the long established
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practice of removing the take up spool from the machine for rewinding, and the
function would therefore need to be performed on the fame itself. After further
calculations and tests it was realised that a full spool rewind would take about twenty
minutes and impose an unacceptably long intermission time in cinemas committed to
a continuous performance policy. Later, a Russian long running system was reported
to get around the same problem by using two copies of the film programme with one
running while the other was rewinding.
Such a method was not available in the UK and a second projector would partially
defeat the object of the exercise so it was decided to duplicate the entire system by
having two spools on each side of a frame which, fitted with castors, could be rolled
from one side to the other for projection. With the feature film on one spool and a half
hour or so supporting programme on the other, the complete show would contain an
intermission at the end of each reel, during which the assembly could be re-positioned
and the incoming film threaded. Rewind could then be carried out at a time more
convenient for the projectionist.
With no better layout they could think of at the time, they had to accept that
while one of the two positions was reasonably satisfactory, the other, when lined for
projection obstructed the projectionist’s view through the observation port. Despite
this, work continued on an assembly that was to perform 3 functions, film take-off,
film take-up and rewind and it was feared by those involved that the combination of
centrally driven axles, heavy spools and fragile 35mm film of the time that there would
more than likely be problems never previously encountered in projection systems.
With cheeks made from 1/8th inch thick aluminium and hubs of 7” in diameter,
the 36” spools would be carried on ½ inch axles, end threaded and carrying spoolretaining knobs. Frames, assembled Meccano fashion from Dexion Angle, provided
the prototype mock-up on which lash-ups could be fixed to provide guidance as to
layout, sizes and wiring and so on. With the position chosen to be in front of the
projector, an early priority was the provision of a gap between the upper and lower
spools through which the light beam could pass. This was achieved by spacing the
two spool axle panels in such a way that there was a 10 inch or so gap between the
two spools with the sideways width being obtained by mounting the panels on 4½”
spacers off the main frame. Rigged with all four spools, the mocked-up assembly was
by this time already cumbersomely bigger than first anticipated and now measured 2
feet wide, the diameter of the 36inch spools in length and was about 7 feet 6 inches
in height.
Drive systems first considered for the take-up spool were based on self-adjusting
friction clutches in which the torque was automatically increased by the weight of the
film as the spool filled, but the mechanical complexity compounded by the need to
run in reverse for the rewind function influenced the Westrex designers to consider
more simple methods.
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The original Westrex designed tower for
positioning in front of the projector

The Star Studios in Manchester
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Long running 16mm projectors had been available for some time and an early
option was a possibility of a scaled up 35mm version but was soon thought impractical
on the grounds that while the two gauges shared the same film thickness, 16mm
was about a third of the weight and, running at about a third of the 35mm speed,
was pro-rata almost three times stronger. Projectionists experienced in both gauges
can usually confirm that liberties taken with 16mm are not possible with the faster
moving, heavier spooled and proportionately more vulnerable 35mm film.
Among early consideration was the difficulty expected when starting a projector
loaded with a full 36inch take-off spool but which fortunately proved, in practice, to
be no problem. With about 18 inches from the reels outer layer of film to the centre
axle, the leverage and the slow rotation combined with the slow starting projector
allowed the spool to accelerate to fill speed with neither jerks nor snatch. It would
then expose a more worrying problem in that the fly-wheel effect of the heavy spool
would cause it to over run and form a loop of slack film that would snap when the
spool slowed and the projector caught up. 2000 feet take-off spools on most projectors
had to some degree been subject to the same problem but had been restrained by small
friction clutches that would only be effective on 36 inch spools if some form of shock
and/or loop absorbing device was also included in any film pay-off. Take-off spool
problems also included the difficulty of starting, without straining the sprocket holes,
a 36 inch take-off spool loaded with only 1000 feet of film.
After test runs and experience gained from other installations, it became apparent
that this problem and other perforation damage were largely due to the small diameter
of the original 7 inch spool hubs. To reduce the chance of damage projectionists began
to increase the hub diameter by 3 inches or more by packing it out with waste film.
On being informed of this the manufacturers realised the reason why and supplied
all spools from then on with 11 inch hubs. This eased the problem but lost about 8
minutes playing time, a length that if it had been considered critical could easily have
been compensated for by an increase in the spool’s overall diameter from 36 inches to
37 inches.
In the take-up function, 7 inch hub spools needed to rotate at the start of the
reel at about 50 rpm, and despite it being under drive tension and with a very slow
starting projector, the spool’s inertia would prevent it gathering speed quickly enough
to receive the film. This would result in a loop of slack film that would violently snap
when the film caught up. The problem was less acute with 11 inch hubs and was all
but eliminated by the introduction of inertia free spools in which the 11 inch hub
rotated independently of the cheeks. Being an on-going problem, many projectionists
had developed the skill of lightly holding the film in their hand and allowing it to
take-up gradually or else using their hand to help the spool to start turning. Should a
stationary projector with an almost full take-up spool need to be re-started, this could
only be done by this method.
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Heavily laden take-off spools in some European towers were restrained from overrunning with a friction clutch that differed slightly from the normal by allowing the
fixed plate to rotate part of the way against a damped spring which had the effect of
absorbing any tendency of film to slacken or over-run. Take-up spools on such towers
used a self-adjusting friction clutch the torque of which increased in proportion to the
weight of the film on the spool and, to avoid snatch, a loop and shock-absorbing device
is provided by the spool-driving pin being spring loaded.
Star Cinemas/Westrex designers decided to avoid friction clutches and instead use
motors of a special type that had the unusual ability of being able to tolerate being
stalled or even counter rotated for long periods without overheating. Known as torque
motors, each one would be used to independently drive each axle with speed and
torque being controlled by variable transformers. British made, these units were said
to be made for lift door operation and similar applications and being easy to reverse
were ideal for all three functions of the developing large spool project. Transmission
from the motors to the ½ inch spool axles was via 1 to 3 pulleys and toothed belts.
Take-off spools over-run in the developing assembly was efficiently restrained by
the rewind motor on low torque tensioning the spool in the opposite direction to the
film pay-off.
The bottom, or take-up spool, required its torque setting to be established by
trial and error and be such that there was not too much power on starting but just
enough to maintain firm and reliable take-up throughout the 13,500 feet load. In the
rewind function, both top and bottom spools are controlled by a single Variac and
are switched and wired such that as the voltage is increased to one it is reduced to the
other and vice versa. The purpose is to enable the rewind to be started, accelerated and
decelerated and stopped without jerks, slackening or risk of film breakage. With only
a little experience, the projectionist could skillfully manipulate this see-saw facility for
programme make-up, packing off and film inspection purposes.
After tests, evaluation and repeated changes, the Dexion Angle frames had served
their purpose and a number of 19 inch British amplifier racks were taken from the
company’s stock to be used as main frames for the first production batch. Fitted with
the sub assemblies and all components, they were wired, tested, delivered and installed
in two mini cinemas within the former Astor Cinema, Guildford. Renamed Studios
1 and 2, the two cinemas experienced a high standard of projection with which the
projectionist expressed his full satisfaction and agreed that provided time-sheets were
arranged without intermissions coinciding he could see no reason why one man could
not successfully operate two or even three units. Satisfied with the success of the
operation, the Star Circuit began to prepare plans for conversion of several more halls
into two or more spool tower equipped Studio units.
After the experience gained from the first installations the designers began to
acknowledge that while the assemblies were generally satisfactory, there were a few
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shortcomings caused mainly by the forward positioning of the assembly. Among these
was the problem of the 36 inch take-up spool being so high as to prevent the projector
from being tilted to the more acute negative rakes encountered where the stalls were
being used for bingo and the former balcony for two side by side Studio units. After
careful consideration they finally came to the conclusion that there was no other
solution other than to move the assembly either to the rear or the side of the projector
and divert the film into and out of the machine with suitable rollers. Many of these
new positions would require more floor space, but would provide easier access for
assembly and, in eliminating the need for the projection gap and axle panel spacers,
it would result in the assembly being 9 inches less in width and almost a foot less in
height. Now with an option of being used in many positions, it was realised that the
assembly could be mounted on a turntable and then require only about one square
metre of floor space, the only advantage it could later claim over the future platter
system. Parts of this would be fabricated from block board and probably be the last
time wood was used in any item of cinema machinery. A single sided free standing
assembly was also made available for occasional and once nightly cinemas where it was
recognised as being a useful back-up for projector failure in a two machine equipped
projection room.
Faults inherent in the system were relatively few but among these was the ease of
the upper spool to start turning on a dormant tower due to the weight of only two
or three feet of hanging film. If unattended it could start with the slightest vibration
and if unrestrained would gather speed until it had dumped the entire reel into a
tangled mass around the assembly. In addition to the dust and dirt, contamination
damage of the print would the inevitable loss of box office takings. An optional brake
was quickly designed but most projectionists had by that time developed an almost
automatic habit of using pre-cut pieces of adhesive tape to secure the loose end of the
film to the spool.
Possibly worse, was the disturbing experience of a sudden film break during the
rewind function where the receiving spool would be no longer under the restraint
of the spool it was pulling and would accelerate to alarming speeds, thrashing the
trailing end of film into dozens of fragments in the process. The spool severed from
the rewind would, due to flywheel effect, spew hundreds of feet of film in a spectacular
upwards trajectory to finally descend and entangle itself before the spool came to rest.
For all that so many were in use they were not without criticism as more than a
few technicians and projectionists were uneasy about the sheer weight of the spools
with their slow centre axle drive in relation to the flimsiness of film. The weight of
thousands of feet of film on top of film had also been a cause for concern if only
because oil, dust and dirt could become embedded into the film emulsion to mar the
screen picture. For one reason or another, one or two European designs featured spools
sloped several degrees from the vertical which would only spread the weight a little
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but be an early indication that perhaps designers were beginning to think that spools
running entirely horizontally may have been worth investigation.
The final outcome for long runners would be the successful development of the
platter (cake-stand) system, which would go on to prove its superiority in every detail
for every function.
It could be said that the tower had arrived at just about the right time and was an
early and important factor in the developing trend towards the twinning and tripling
of theatres during the 1970s and 1980s. Being reasonably priced it became one of the
few pieces of new cinema equipment between the boom years of CinemaScope and
multi screen cinemas to sell any significant quantity.
Despite the obvious advantages of the platter, there remained a few older
projectionists who preferred the tower in the same way that some liked the hands-on
approach needed for the operation of 2000 feet spools with changeovers and carbon
arcs used during what are sometimes remembered as the best years of the cinema
industry.

Below and opposite: the Star Studios in Carlisle
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The journey
Dennis Cheetham

T

he Palace, King Street, Creswell was, I understand, built by Mr Joe Rogers
Senior in about 1918, but I am not sure of the exact date. I went to the Palace
from being a very young child and remember seeing silent films and live acts on
stage. There was a children’s matinee every Saturday. Among the films shown was Our
Gang, with Mickey McGuire (Mickey Rooney) and the first film with synchronised
sound (not speech) was The White Hell of Pitz Paulu.
The Palace could seat over 300, there were 5 rows of continuous bench seating
at the front. The rest on the ground floor were tip-up seats and in the balcony were
60 seats. At the rear of the building, outside, there was an engine house with a now
defunct coal gas stationary engine and generator, which had been used, in earlier years.
My introduction to the working side of the Palace was in 1936. I left school in
December 1935 and started work at Creswell Colliery with the rope splicing gang (I
could still manage a 22 yarder). Among the gang was Sam Harding and he worked
part time at the Palace and to whom I owe a great deal, for he shaped my whole future.
He got me an interview with Bernard Ward the chief operator at the cinema and
he agreed to teach me projection. He interviewed me in the operating box; the film
showing was A Tale of Two Cities starring Ronald Colman. I smelt the fumes from the
arc lamp and the amyl acetate for joining the film and I was hooked! It had to be the
job for me! There was no pay, but this was irrelevant as every hour working there was
a joy, and I was learning something new.
I continued to work part time under Bernard, there was so much to do, cleaning the
64 brass toggle switches, rewinding the films, stoking the boiler, showing the slides,
and so on. And delivering the posters around the area, which included Whitwell and
Langwith.
The operating box was tiny; about 9 feet by 7 feet, accessed from under the balcony
landing, up a few steel steps and through an iron door. Immediately to the left when
entering, there was a small rewind cubicle with a bench and an upright rewinder as
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there was not enough room for a conventional one. There was just about room to
squeeze past the projectors.
The equipment consisted of two Kalee 6 front-shutter projectors on open frame
stands powered by ¼ horsepower DC motors. The sound system was a hybrid by
Imperial. The sound-heads were situated between the arc lamp and the projector,
instead of immediately below, and were stabilised by a piece of curtain spring in the
centre of the flywheel which necessitated pulling the flywheel back before switching the
motor on otherwise, either the film or the motor belt would break. A 12v accumulator
powered the exciter lamps for the sound-heads and occasionally they would fail
resulting in the loss of sound until the standby was connected. The amplifier was
situated outside the projection box and was powered by the mains, an accumulator,
HT batteries and grid bias batteries, which had to be kept up to scratch. In the event
of a major service being required this was provided by Mr Gilbert of Gilbert’s Garage,
Sheffield Road.
At this time, Cresswell electricity supply was 220v and the arc lamps were powered
from the mains via a bank of resistors on the rear wall, which used to glow like an
electric fire, adding to the heat in the operating box! The arcs were Kalee low intensity
arcs with ¼ inch negative and 7/8 inch positive. These required burning in for 10
minutes before they were used for the first time. They were fitted with different focal
length mirrors which enabled us to burn up short ends of negative or positive carbon
ends as required.
The house lights and foot lights were controlled by open-knife switches and liquid
dimmers situated in the slide projector room next door, and were activated by a rope
through the wall attached to a length of lead pipe which dropped into a piece of 6 inch
diameter drain pipe, which was sealed at the bottom with a terminal connected to the
house/footlights, the other connection was to the lead pipe and the drain pipe was
filled with water and salt mixed to it. As the lead pipe was pulled out of the mixture
the lights were dimmed and the knife switch opened. At times, these liquid dimmers
boiled vigorously and would be considered lethal by any standards today, but this was
‘the norm’ then!
The slide projector was housed in a small room adjacent to the operating box and
consisted of an old Kalee 3 hand cranked, 3-bladed shutter silent projector adapted to
show slides. This was fitted with an ‘antique’ vertical arc and a condenser system with
a 1 inch positive and 3/8 inch negative and was housed on top of an old Panatrope box,
used for sound effects during silent films, and immediately adjacent to the ‘lethal’
liquid dimmers, boiling vigorously as the house lights were half dimmed for the slides
to be shown. There were up to 30 slides to be shown at each performance, and each
used to get about 20 seconds exposure, depending upon how one felt at the time.
Programmes were changed twice a week (no Sundays), the newsreel was either
Pathé or Gaumont British and was about two weeks behind current news.
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By now the Palace was managed by Joe Rogers Junior, who was a great man. The
pay-box was managed by Mrs Rogers Senior, affectionately known as Grandma, and
later by Mimy, Mr Rogers’ daughter. There were two other usherettes, and it was ‘one
big, happy family.’ There was a miners’ matinee on Tuesday for shift workers who
could not get to the evening show, a children’s matinee on Saturday and two shows
Saturday night. There were many adventures, including a major film fire, which put us
out of action for the night and an episode where yours truly put the electricity booster
station out of action by being a ‘smart Alec’ by shorting the mains out with a hammer
head and blowing it off, but nobody knew for years later until Bernard told the old
attendant.
All continued very well until one day we arrived to find that the dear old Palace
had burned down; the film being shown the next week was to have been The Firefly,
starring Jeanette McDonald, and I remember the caption of The Derbyshire Times
‘Came too Soon.’
I continued to work at the pit and did a ‘safety in mines’ course – I still have the
certificate, culminating in the big bang at Buxton. This is an experience that all miners
should have.
After the fire at the old Palace Creswell, I continued to work at the Creswell
Colliery, enjoying Saturday nights out at the Granada Mansfield, a beautiful art deco
cinema with a Wurlitzer organ and marvelled at the standard of presentation. During
this time my aunt happened to know the manager of the Cinema Harworth, an RL
Kemp theatre and he said that I could get some experience in the operating box. It was
a nice 800 seater which had been modernised, so I got on my bike and cycled the 15
miles each way.
Outside the projection room the auditorium ceiling came level with both the
projection and viewing ports, which meant that to be comfortable you had to sit down
by the machine. The projectors and arcs were BTH, and over the months I gained
valuable experience.
In mid-May I was appointed second operator at the newly built Regors cinema (a
corruption of the name Rogers who was the founder of the company) at a salary of
37/6 per week, considerably less than my wage from the colliery. Apart from projection
duties I would have to clean the gents’
toilets (it was not seemly for a lady cleaner
to do it), and stick up the six sheets at the
cinema front. I had to stoke the boiler, as
required, which involved getting five tons
of ‘nutty slack’ into the boiler house every
The Regors as a bingo hall.
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two weeks in the winter – a job shared with my old chief from the Palace, Bernard
Ward. It was a month before opening and there was much to do; the projection room
floor had to be painted with rubberoid paint to keep the incessant dust at bay. The
equipment finally arrived accompanied by two Western Electric engineers – dear old
Les Foulkes and Sid Donaldson, both who in later years became good friends. I was
disappointed to learn that the projection would be WE Universal base (not an eyecatcher at the best of times) and Kalee 7s, not a big improvement from the old Palace,
except that the front shutter was enclosed! The arcs were Sturgeon Acme low intensity
hand-fed arcs. The rectifier was by EEC and was mercury arc. This was housed in the
battery room adjacent to the operating box.
Crates were opened and the assembly of the equipment began! The legs of the
Universal base were fitted and the tilting gear secured front and back and the two
parts were brought together using a hollow metal spigot (affectionately known as the
‘pintle’) through the flywheel bearing housing. The flywheel and bellows (707 drive)
was offered to the spigot and in one firm push, the whole assembly was pushed forward
replacing the spigot and leaving the bearing and flywheel in place. I marvelled at
the operation and from that moment I knew that I wanted to be a cinema engineer
(fat-chance in those days, and I was not able to emulate this operation for another 30
years!) The installation was completed and we finally opened on 26 June 1939 with
Pygmalion and I remember Les saying what a pity it was to break out in profanity on
its first run…
The screen was a beaded screen to enhance the LT arcs and this gave a reasonable
picture at the centre of the theatre but left much to be desired from the side seats. The
opening day went well, but was marred by projector noise reverberating through the
theatre because of the reinforced construction of the building. The machines were
eventually placed on thick cork pads which solved the problem. Everything went
smoothly until war was declared in September, when the front of the theatre had to be
boarded over for the blackout.
When Les Faulkes was on a routine service, I mentioned that I wanted to become a
cinema engineer – but lacked any significant technical education. He kindly gave me
a hardback copy of ‘Electrical Technology’ by Cotton. It was a revelation and became
my ‘bible.’ I still have a copy of the fourth edition by Edwin Hughes.
I joined the auxiliary fire brigade and supplemented my meagre wage of working
part time for the Crag building company owned by my boss – wages were 5 shillings
per 1000 for dressing old bricks and 1 shilling an hour labouring building air raid
shelters!
This continued until 1941 when I was due for call-up, so I opted for the RAF air
crew and was duly summoned to attend a medical and interview at the Assembly
Rooms, Derby. I was interviewed by an avuncular Flight Lieutenant who asked me
my occupation. I told him that I was a cinema operator. ‘That’s not a job, it’s a disease;
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if you go to air crew you will get shot at, you have some knowledge of electricity,
I will put you down for training as an electrician, we are short of those!’ My boss
wanted me to go back to mining as it could be arranged for me to carry out my work
at the cinema, but I did not want this. In July I was called up to RAF Padgate and
despatched to Bridlington for six weeks basic training, and then on to No 2 Technical
School at RAF Melksham. My education had begun!
The course was 16 weeks intensive training; breakfast at 7am, school at 8am,
dinner 12pm to 1pm and then school again until 5.30pm. The rest of the day was for
various other duties and revision. The course started with a week of basic engineering
– making a 2BA case hardened spanner with only the very basic tools, plus a vice and
brazing lamp. Week 2 was wiring, the first job I did was on an old WW1 Overstrand
bomber. This was a large old biplane with a gun turret mounted on the nose and
driven by bicycle pedals. Then followed weeks on accumulators, generators, motors,
rectifiers, bomb gear, petrol engines, stationary and mobile equipment. In addition to
the practical involvement there was a senior scientific officer who gave us instructions
and lectures on the theories applying to practical work and it was all very thorough.
During my stay, I approached the chief at the station cinema. This was a large
hangar, which seated around 1300 people. The chief was Corporal Dave Jennings
from Pontadawe who did not suffer fools gladly, and he agreed that I could help out.
There was no pay, but it got me out of a lot of other duties!
The equipment was an RCA system with Simplex projectors, with Hall and
Connolly HI arcs and a very large copper oxide rectifier. What a pleasure to work on
equipment like this after the antique stuff I was trained on. After the sixteen weeks
intensive training came the written exam and the viva voce in front of the examination
board and I came out as ACI electrician, and after some leave I was sent to No. 11 FTS
Shawbury. The first person I saw on entering the electrical section was a pretty young
WAAF – one of the first female electricians (who eventually would become my dear
wife) who instantly took a dislike of me. The aircraft were Airspeed Oxfords and I was
on servicing and daily inspections, the aircraft being on continual use.
The station cinema at Shawbury was operated by ENSA and the projection room
was a caravan sited next to a rigging hall equipped as a very respectable cinema and
the picture was projected through the windows of the hall, sometimes if the tyres got
a bit flat the picture was caused to wobble as you entered the caravan! The equipment
was first class; Walturdaw projectors mounted on BA stands and sound heads with
Kalee arcs and individual mercury arc rectifiers. I enjoyed working this set-up part
time and it continued for a few months but I was not popular with the ‘powers that
be’ and I was shunted on to an electrician grade 1 advanced course. Then it was back
to Melksham and another spell at the cinema combined with my course, which was
much as the previous but far more advanced and included all kinds of motor control
such as Amplidyne, Metrodyne and Selsyn. Also generation of mains power with a
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stationary plant 3 phase generation and synchronisation with the national grid, using
a frequency meter and the lamp light/dark method. All of these would be useful in
my future career. Once again I had a good pass mark, and it was back to Shawbury,
where I was much more favourably received. I was assigned to ‘special projects,’ which
included wiring a navigation trainer which was housed in a large white igloo type of
building with a Bofors gun mounted in the centre adjacent to a 16mm film projector.
This projected an image of an approaching aircraft onto a mirror operated by a cam
which moved the mirror to deflect the image onto the white painted wall and portrayed
the aircraft coming over the horizon and flying directly overhead so that the trainee
gunner could practice.
Things had gone much better and the WAAF who hated me upon my arrival was
now my fiancé; we were married at Shawbury on 8 September 1943 and she would be
my companion and partner for another sixty-four years. The whole unit was moved to
Calverley, Cheshire and I moved on to supervise the electrical section 1546 BAT Flight
at Faldingworth, Lincolnshire, where we were lodger unit to the Polish squadron. The
station cinema was run by the lovely Mrs Butcher and her very able lady projectionist.
They were very pleased to receive my offer of help and I enjoyed working there. The
equipment was all BTH and was nice to run. It was all housed in a nissen hut with a
purpose-built projection room and rectifier room at the end. From this we could see
the Polish airmen take off and land in their Lancasters and on more than one occasion
have seen their shot-to-pieces ‘Lancs’ fail to make it. They were very brave men indeed.
Eventually we were disbanded and I was posted to Church Lawford to work on
Harvards. When the war was over no-one wanted us and I was eventually discharged
in 1946. It was back to the Regors, Creswell, but I was not the lad that left; I had
learned very much, but there was still a lot to learn and I was not a ‘happy bunny! It
was time to move on.
Dennis Cheetham sadly died before completing the account of his journey. He was
engineering controller of the Star Group of companies from 1958 to 1976.
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Dennis Cheetham at Star Cinemas’ office in Leeds in 1972

Dennis Cheetham at home in 2007
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One of Star’s better conversions (cine/casino) - the Carlton, Salford - shown here in 1963
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The Studios, Cheam Road,
Sutton
Bob Dobson

W

hen I started working for Westrex the company was responsible for
servicing equipment for the Star circuit and the Studios at Sutton in Surrey
(now a London borough) were on my patch. There had been a number of
engineers made redundant at various times and as the number of engineers decreased
so my area of responsibility got larger and larger.
The Studios were a three screen conversion of the former Curzon cinema, which
opened in 1910 and the projection box had some rather interesting equipment.
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Star was a pioneer in the installation of long running towers and the early examples
were placed in front of the projector. The first installations were at Guildford and
Farnham, although the Guildford example was made of dexion and soon replaced.
The towers were made by Westrex and installed by their own engineers, following a
requirement from Star who were looking to twin or triple their cinemas. These towers,
as you can see in the photo, were attached to a rail at their base so that they could be
moved across in front of the projector enabling the two sides of the tower to be used
for projection or rewinding. The trouble was that when using the alternate side to show
the programme it was very difficult to see through the port hole. Eventually someone
had the bright idea of putting the tower behind the projector on a revolving base.
There were three projectors all in a row, at Sutton, all three were Westar 2000s
with Westrex sound heads and AEI lamp houses. The middle one gave a direct throw
on to the main screen and the other two served the two small screens either side of it,
via periscopes.
The lamp houses on all three projectors had the three electrode xenon lamps with
no fan or venting to the exterior of the building. These lamps of course were not ozone
free. The tower controls were fixed to the projector stand rather than on the tower
itself.
The cinema closed in 1992 under Cannon ownership and became a nightclub
known as Wonderland.
Screen 1 shown below
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One of the minis, above, both of which had periscope projection shown below.
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Above, one of the two mini screen machines which projected via periscope, note the large
distance between the projector and the port. The projector, below, was serving the other
small mini screen. The machine for screen one can be seen in the back ground.
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All three projectors threw large images on the porthole
glass due to the space taken by the tower

Wonderland nightclub in 2017.
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Two more Star cinemas
featured in Rewind
Dion Hanson
The top picture shows the Albert,
Brighouse where the projection
setup was Kalee 12s on Universal
bases along with an early three
electrode xenon lamphouse
from BTH. The deal with Star
was that if they installed BTH
xenon lamphouses BTH would
guarantee that the lamps would
cost no more to run than carbon
arcs. Hence, every chief had to
keep a record of the lamp hours
and send the figures every week
to head office. Another point to
note is that there is no anamorphic lens in the bracket. This is because in the 1960s
Star did not have enough to go around, so along with the CinemaScope feature FTS
also delivered a pair of lenses from
another Star cinema which did not
have ´scope that week.
The lower picture shows the
Picture House, Hebden Bridge.
When Star closed it then-manager
Lloyd Brierly took it on and ran it
himself .
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